SUBJECT: Identity 1, Operation

TO: [ ]

Reference: WASH-23195 (Out 50534)

1. Attachment 1 is sent for your information. Headquarters requests your comments and suggestions concerning the proposals therein.

2. Attachment 2 (the half card) is for use in accordance with paragraphs 1(f) of "Statement of Intention," and 3-1(f) of body, of attachment 1.

3. Re recommendation (h), attachment 1, before this office can develop such material, it is necessary that you obtain and send Headquarters as many examples as possible of the propaganda which has been presented to the employees in their pay envelopes.

4. Re recommendation (h) please send Headquarters as many samples as possible of indigenous cartoons appearing in local newspapers, magazines, etc.

ACWH

Attachments: 2

WH, [ ]
17 January 1952

Distribution
Orig and 2: Addressee
cc: 1 Yellow - OPC Rgg
     1 Yellow - OSG Reg
     1 White - Branch III File
     1 Pink - Branch III Chrono
     1 White - Branch II1 Suspense
     1 Green - SD/RE